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Victorian 
Sea Kayak 
Club
EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE        www.vskc.org.au

regular paddle dates who, 
where, 
when.

 JUBILEE PARK POOL, FRANKSTON

First Friday of every calendar month Confirm attendance with Julian Smith  0408 207 426

 LATROBE UNIVERSITY POOL NIGHT

First Thursday of every calendar month. Confirm attendance with Ian Jones  9304 3287

 SOMERVILLE POOL NIGHT

Third Friday of every calendar month.Confirm attendance with G.Williams  9701 0680

 GIPPSLAND “POD” PADDLES & TRAINING

Every month. Confirm dates, time and attendance with John Woollard  5145 6886

 SANDRINGHAM RED EYE SPECIALS 

6.00am off the beach. Grade 1. Confirm attendance with Peter Costello  0419 151 153

 WILLIAMSTOWN BEACH

Sunday half day paddle. Confirm attendance with Peter Treby 0419 361 428

 MONTHLY CANADIAN BAY PADDLES    SEE NOTE PAGE 5                                              

CB is a compulsory paddle for new-comers to the club - chance for those interested in coming along 

to find out more about the club / sea kayaking - as well as a great social day for the more experienced.

9.30am on beach, 10.00am depart. Confirmation essential. Contact Mark Heggie  9787 2878

CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR OTHER SCHEDULED PADDLES  - www.vskc.org.au

NON-EXECUTIVE 
COMMITTEE

Victorian Sea Kayak Club, 
PO Box 426, 
Seaford 3198 Victoria. 
Inc # A17985B
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ABOVE:
The fringe-benefits of plan-
ning an exceptional trip. 
John and Annie Woollard 
snorkelling on the Barrier 
Reef in October this 
year. They were in the 
Whitsundays with Terry and 
Deb Barry. A full report will 
appear in the next issue.
FRONT COVER:
A club member pulled from 
the sea in a mock rescue 
provided by Southern 
Peninsula Rescue - Sorrento
at this years AGM.
Pages 6, 7, 8 & 9.
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president’s notes Peter 
Treby

a soggy splash & whirr
@ portsea

Mark
Heggie -
Vice
President

     Hope all who attended the AGM weekend at the 
Portsea Camp had a great time. 
     Thanks to all the many helpers who contributed 
their time and energy, here are some of them: John 
Woollard and Terry Barry for exploring several sites, 
and recommending this one; Pete Costello who acted 
as our contact with Paul Caffyn, and picked Paul up at 
Tullamarine; Rob Creed, who acted as intermediate taxi 
for Paul; Terry again as onsite liaison with The Portsea 
Camp; Les Bognar who organized the helicopter rescue 
demonstration; Pete Dingle the skilful weatherman; Dave 
Winkworth for impromptu wisdom; Les again for pick-
ing up Rob Smith’s double kayaks and cleaning them; 
Rob Smith for the loan of the doubles; Neil Brenton for 
getting the audio-visual system in place and working; 
trip and session leaders; Roger Ingram for providing the 

GB Rooster trophy; members 
for cleaning up and leaving 
the place in good shape; and 
of course, master sea kayaker 
Paul Caffyn.
     Thanks also to Southern 
Peninsula Rescue for turning 
on a spectacular and 
informative mock rescue.
     No thanks at all to the fickle 
weather daemons who hosed 
out Sunday, we’d like fine 
weather next year, if that’s all 
right by you.
           Cheers, Peter Treby

     The highlight of the weekend was the presentation 
by the genuinely gracious and world’s most accom-
plished sea kayaker Paul  Caffyn. I was so pleased 
to see Paul here realising a dream Peter Costello 
expressed many months ago. Peter has been commu-
nicating with Paul for a long time and I am sure it was 
his persistence and enthusiasm that tempted Paul from 
his west coast NZ home. Peter Costello said to me after 
Paul’s talk “it was just like I envisioned all those months 
ago, 100 people in a room listening to Paul”
  The ‘whirr’ part of the weekend was the Helicopter 
demonstration rescue by the Southern Peninsula 
Rescue Service a learning exercise for all participating, 
this volunteer organisation is manned by amazing 
people putting their life on the line to provide an 
invaluable  service. It must be noted this demonstration 
was organised by Les Bognar all on his own volition, 
he hatched the idea and then pulled it together .
     There was of course paddling including a skills ses-
sion with David Winkworth, despite the calm conditions 
David still challenged the participants, and we all learnt 
[as I always do every time I paddle] something new.
     Thanks to everyone who helped out and for turning 
up and participating with enthusiasm. Don’t forget to 
use the forms provided in the future to give us feedback 
on what you want from the AGM weekend.
     Remember, it is your VSKC, get involved

     The new venue at the Portsea camp was chosen by 
the AGM wranglers Terry Barry and John Woollard who 
started the process of finding a new sight the weekend 
after our previous AGM.
     There were many criteria including accommodating 
the predicted increased number of participants and 
the ability to present our speakers in the manner they 
deserved.
     The soggy part of the weekend was the predictably 
volatile Melbourne spring weather fortunately we were 
not under canvas trying to listen to speakers in 
flapping marque. The excellent Portsea facilities made 
the weather tolerable.
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  Show the world your’e a member of the elite. 

 Show them your’e a daring adventurer...

 Show them you care...

 Achieve Towering Social Status and Prestige all for the 

trifiling sum of just $7.00 each.

 Hand crafted to a tasteful and discreet 6.5cms 

diameter.

 Numbers are limited so HURRY.

 Write in 2500 words or more, describing why you are 

worthy of giving a good home to at least one of these sacred 

emblems, including $7.00  (no cash in the mail please) and a 

stamped, self-addressed envelope...or...   

Save yourself the trouble and simply mail $7.00 
(no cash in the mail please), including a stamped, 

self-addressed envelope (DL size is ok) to:

The Keeper of the Badges,
VSKC,
PO Box 426,
Seaford.  3198  Vic.

 VSKC embroidered badges 

ACTUAL SIZE

••• Available to VSKC Club Members only.

canadian bay 
monthly paddle

news 
flashNOTICE

The Canadian Bay monthly paddle
will not be held at Canadian Bay 
in February and March.
They will be held at Shoreham Beach
Melway map 256
     This will allow for a variety of paddling conditions 

catering for all skill levels. 

     Experienced kayakers will be in attendance to help 

and encourage paddlers move to the next level.

     Bring your lunch, drinks and snacks as usual. 

We encourage all beginners to be there - a must if 

you’re serious about your kayaking.

 Attendance MUST be confirmed with 

 Mark Heggie on  0438 122 667 or 

 markheggie@optusnet.com.au



Lots could be written, but every picture 
tells a story.
Suffice it to say - what a great weekend! 
A record turn-up. Paul Kaffyn is amazing 
- internationally recognised as the best 
sea kayaker in the world....

2004 AGM
vskc

BELOW: The machine that goes PING! in a helicopter.
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PHOTOS - CLOCKWISE - TOP LEFT: High Priest 
of the Kindling Klub - Bill Robinson looking 
suitably proud of his Woodgee. An admirer 
maintains a respectful distance... Bill’s hiding 
a big, heavy stick to clobber anyone that gets 
too close.  
 
TOP RIGHT: Glens magnificent “Nadgee” strip-
per he whipped up in next to no time.

NEXT: Some plastic kayaks are so heavy they 
need a tandem trailer...

BOTTOM RIGHT AND LEFT: Church on Sunday 
morning and the different religions celebrate 
in their own style. A form of Communion is 
getting your head into the cockpit and partaking 
of the respective vapours - epoxy and rubber or 
mahogany and epoxy both mixed with the 
distinctive perfume of well worn rubber booties.

LEFT: Terry Barry getting intimately aquainted with 
his rescuer.. phone numbers weren’t exchanged, 
it was only their first date and Terry’s not like that!
MORE RESCUE OVER THE PAGE...
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The big
rescue
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 
• The helicopter comes in low... 
although it was only about 
1 minute late, it felt like for 
ever, and that was just for 
the people on the beach 
watching!
• The helicopter backed off a 
little and dropped his swimmer/
rescuer.
• The helicopter then backed away 
downwind to minimise downdraught 
for the kayakers. The rescuee (Terry 
Barry) was removed from his kayak. 
They only wanted to rescue Terry, 
not Terry AND his kayak!
• The rescuer gathered up the 
rescuee while Peter Costello leant 
over and held firmly onto Terry’s 
kayak. (On land, we thought the 
downdraught had knocked Peter C. 
over, but he was adamant 
he was holding the 
kayak...)
• The helicopter returns
and hooks up rescuer 
and rescuee, pulls them 
out of the briny and 
deposits them gently in 
the shallows.
• Unlike a real drownee, 
Terry is all smiles - and 
we’re all deeply impressed 
by the efficiency and skill 
demonstrated by the 
rescue team. 
It was all over in a 
minute or two.
• The helicopter then 
landed on the oval at 
the AGM facility and 
the pilot gave a 15 
minute talk on rescues 
- what to do and not 
to do - which was very 
informative. 
• It’s very reassuring 
to know we have this 
excellent facility in 
SOUTHERN 
PENINSULA RESCUE 
there should we need it.
•• Particular thanks to 
Les Bognar who 
organised the whole 
shebang.
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and they all lived happily ever after...
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does two half moons 
make a full moon?

trip report
by
Peter Costello 

Les Bognar   - Nadgee
Hrovie ‘Captain Nemo’ Miskov - Nordkapp
Mark Heggie   - Nadgee
Peter Costello   - Ice Floe

     The challenge - to cross the bay and back in one 
day. Distance approximately 75 km.
     Weather Report issued that morning: South 
Easterly 10 to 15 knts becoming Southerly to 20 knots 
later in the day. Waves to half a metre, rising to a 
metre later in the day.
     Depart the boat ramp at 6.45am with farewell 
photo taken by Mick Young as we pass under the 
jetty. A quick discussion about what bearing to be on 
(around 220 - 230 degrees).
     Everyone was pretty chatty and the first hour and a 
half saw us at our first pause to allow a container ship 
to pass on it’s way to the heads. Whilst waiting, anoth-
er ship loomed from the south, so we also waited for it 
- until it became apparent that it wasn’t going to turn 
and pass in front of us, it did in fact pass a couple of 
hundred yards behind us. The channel is pretty wide 
here and there are no channel markers to guide you so 
off we went.
     The crossing doesn’t have a lot of features as you 
can imagine, so apart from asking the occasional 
fisherman ‘if they were getting a bite’ and having a 
few snack stops, it was a pretty relaxing time all pad-
dling in formation (even with no rudders amongst us) 
- although the quartering sea was causing me to put in 
regular edging and sweep strokes to stay on course.

     The Indented Heads coastline doesn’t have any out-
standing features until you are close, so while Mark and 
Les headed toward the Prince George Bank Beacon, 
Captain Nemo and I headed to a hire fishing boat to ask 
where Half Moon Bay was. The response was “Over the 
other side near Brighton”. We should have expected 
it! Next question was “Where is the Milk Bar?” This 
sent us in the direction of the ‘Ozone’ breakwater - the 
Ozone* being a scuttled sailing ship now a rusting hulk 
let go past the point of pouring taxpayer money in to 
reconstruct her (a bit like the ‘Cerberus’ breakwater off 
the local Half Moon Bay).
     After an enjoyable relax and stretch in the sun for 
an hour or so, it was back in the boats for the journey 
back. A more subdued and focused group it was until a 
pod of dolphins could be seen to the south leaping out 
of the water - unfortunately too far for us to travel out 
of our way to investigate. In similar fashion to the way 
across, two ships had to be waited for and with slightly 
larger waves, the wash became a metre-plus play area 
for a short time.
     Although most waves were coming from our right, 
occasional surfs were gained to assist on the way back 
- as long as frequent steering strokes were employed 
to maintain the 55 degrees direction. That was until the 
‘lift tower’ at Cheltenham could be sighted and then a 
visual course with a few degrees to allow for the sea 
was followed.
     We cruised into Black Rock ‘Half Moon Bay’ just 
on 6pm and unlike the morning, the place was jumping 
with yachties, fisherman, holiday makers with all tables 
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on the breakwater full with people eating fish ‘n’ chips. 

     We plopped out of our boats, hoping that our legs 
wouldn’t collapse and douse our butts. After congratu-
lating each other, we packed up ready to head to Les’ 
house where Annie had organised a BBQ to help us 
‘therapy’ away our aches and pains. 
     Thanks guys, great trip and a great achievement. It 
should be noted that what enabled us to paddle that 
distance in one day is not superb athletic fitness but 
more a developed long distance paddling technique 
that utilises the strength of the waist muscles.
    Peter Costello

     The Ozone (1886 – 1918). Dubbed ‘The 
Greyhound of Port Phillip’ it was the benchmark 
by which all subsequent excursion steamers were      
measured.

     With the development of the excursion trade in the 
late 1800’s, the bayside ports also grew. Towns such 
as Sorrento, Mornington, Queenscliff and Portarlington 
became popular for a Sunday visit or 
a holiday, and a ‘trip down the Bay’ 
became quite an event. For the fashion-
able rich, a holiday at Portsea or Sorrento 
was an escape from Melbourne’s sum-
mer heat. Many entrepreneurs made their 
fortunes by providing, not only the bay 
steamers, but also the hotels with which 
to house their guests. One such man, 
George Coppin, who, in the mid 1880s, 
raised money to form the Bay Excursion 
Steamers Co. Ltd. and commissioned the 
construction of the Ozone.
     Built near Glasgow, Ozone was 260ft 
in length, 28ft in width and 11.2ft in 
depth and was 572 tons gross, 241 tons 
net. It had a green hull, white superstructure topped by 
two orange funnels, three decks which contained a din-
ing room, bars, a ladies’ salon and many luxuries, all of 
which were lit with the new electric light. 
     Ozone’s power plant was a direct-acting diagonal 
compound engines fuelled by six navy-type boilers. 
These drove its 21ft l0in paddle wheels at a speed of 
20 knots. 
     The era of the bay steamers was also the era of the 
trade picnics. A firm would charter the Ozone, or one of 
the other bay steamers, and the employees would enjoy 
a day on the bay. For many, especially the children, this 
was the highlight of the year.
     With the arrival of the Hygeia in 1890, and the large 
and fast Weeroona in 1910, the Ozone’s decline began. 
There was not enough patronage for three big 

excursion steamers, and in 1918, the Ozone was 
withdrawn from service.
     In 1925, its fittings were put up for auction and the 
hull was sold to the firm of George and Hill for breaking 
up. Stripped of everything but its paddle wheels and 
boilers, the hulk was finally sold to Capt. W.G. Forbes 
to be sunk as a breakwater at Indented Head.

The S.S. Ozone approaching Queenscliffe

PHOTOS - LEFT: On your marks... at Sandy
RIGHT: Half way and a well earned rest... it’s a long way back!.

TETHER YOUR BOAT UP HIGH
     The Tasmanian Coroner has now reported on the
death of Hamish Saunders, who was swept from Pedra
Branca, a rocky island 28 km off SE Cape, Tasmania. 
     On 15th April 2003, Saunders was swept
from Pedra Branca while clinging approximately 45
metres above sea level. “A wave hit the island
resulting in heavy spray coming up to and over the
45 metre level. [Three other members of the trip] all 
describe being hit with a large volume of water and 
having to hang on to the rock surface.
... the deceased was swept off...”



     After a continuing liaison conducted by Pete Costello, 
we were favoured with the presence of sea kayaking 
greatness at our AGM, in the person of Paul Caffyn, who 
travelled from Greymouth, on the West coast of New 
Zealand to attend, and went on to give a presentation for 
the warm water paddlers of NSW.
     Now 59, Paul has a lifetime of sea kayaking achieve-
ments to his credit. His remarkable list of big trips 
includes the first circumnavigation of the British Isles, 
first circumnavigations of the North, South and Stewart 
Islands of New Zealand, first circumnavigation of mainland 
Australia, first to paddle the entire coast of Alaska, the 
South-west coast of Greenland, circumnavigation of New 
Caledonia, and the Malay Peninsula to Phuket in Thailand. 
Those present at the AGM heard of his attempts to cross 
the Tasman Sea from Tasmania to NZ in a double, thwart-
ed each time by his paddling partner sounding the retreat 
(can’t understand that, eh?).
     The club is arranging to have autographed copies of 
Paul’s book “The Dreamtime Voyage”, recording his year-
long trip around Australia, from Queenscliff to Queenscliff, 
available. Let the secretary know you want a copy, and 
when we have enough ordered for a box full, Paul will 
send them. 
     As the master sea kayaker, Paul passed on a wealth 
of tips and tricks, not only in his two talks at the Portsea 

Camp, but also while revisiting the western Victorian 
coast after the AGM with Pete Costello and I. Some of 
the places visited were only dimly recalled by Paul, as he 
had been doing such long days he bypassed many scenic 
parts of the coast in the dark, or in circumstances when 
the swell and seas were too big to allow much sightsee-
ing, or even the sight of land. 
    Consider his last leg of paddling along this coastline:
Day 353: Brown Bay (E of Port MacDonnell, SA) to 
Bridgewater, 44 nautical miles, 79 km.
Day 354: Bridgewater to Port Fairy, 51nm, 92 km.
Day 355: Port Fairy to Warrnambool, 13 nm, 23 km, then a 
couple of rest days to wait out gales. 

coasting with the
master

trip report
by
Peter Treby
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BELOW:  Paul K. shows us how they do a seal launch in N.Z. 



     These days, he is both founder and chief 
organizer of KASK, the Kiwi Association of Sea 
Kayakers. KASK has some achievements we could aim 
for. It has a sound membership base of 800 members. 
It has produced a handbook covering sea kayaking 
skills and destinations, and a safety pamphlet aimed 
at distribution with every sea kayak sold in NZ. It keeps 
a database of sea kayaking and related accidents, 
and Paul has established links with governmental 
agencies and been called upon to give evidence at 
coronial enquiries. 
     I was interested to try and glean Paul’s motivation 
for his ground-breaking expeditions. This is the sort of 
enquiry that fits with “if you have to ask the question, 
you won’t understand the answer”. But it is clear that 
he has greatly enjoyed encounters with locals along 
the way, shouting goodbye to Japanese fishermen 
in Japanese, cadging lifts with Alaskan bush pilots, 
becoming part of the country by intimate and strenuous 
interaction. He says he is a non-competitive paddler, 
although that’s easy to say when he invented the game 
and has put himself so far out in front of the pack. 
     Altogether, Paul was a mine of information and an 
inspiration. As he said, “Get out and do your trips while 
you are still young and healthy”. 
     You might like to reflect on this advice too: “The best 
number for an expedition is one”.
     Peter Treby

Day 358: Warrnambool to Port Campbell, 34 nm, 61km in 
seas estimated in retrospect at 5-7 metres.
Day 359: Port Campbell to Kennett River, 59 nm, 106 km.
Day 360, Kennett River to Queenscliff, 54 nm, 97 kms, 
leaving 0200, with lunch at Torquay.
     Paul remains faithful to paddling a Nordkapp, 
using boats built by Graham Sissons in NZ, 
(www.sissonkayaks.co.nz ) and fitted with a deep draft 
rudder. The deep draft rudder evolved on the Australian 
circumnavigation, and proved useful in increasing mile-
ages by an average of 9 nm per day. The Nordkapp has 
proved its design on these epic trips, for instance, the 
long raked bow allowing a slide up onto sea-ice when 
paddling the Alaska coast.
     Paul takes pains to keep himself comfortable on these 
trips. He doesn’t use dry bags, just ensuring that his 
hatches keep compartments bone dry. The coaming rims 
are micro-detailed to ensure air-tightness. If you take this 
approach, be prepared to open the hatches a little on hot 
days or when driving over high passes. He makes sure 
each item of gear is multifunctional. He is a minimalist. He 
takes pains to ensure that the cockpit of his boat remains 
dry, using Zoelzer-Essen welded nylon spray skirts from 
Germany, not neoprene, and a cockpit cover, or boat 
turnover, when on shore. 
     He has not come out of his boat since 1982 (that hap-
pened in heavy surf along the Coorong, South Australia). 
Consequently, his pumpout system consists of a sponge 
only. He has never taken sponsorship on any expedition, 
paying for each trip from his own earnings as a geologist. 
He sends his boat ahead by freight. He does not use a 
sail or kite. He does not like wearing a PFD, preferring to 
carry a PFD 1 on deck (but may now be thinking about a 
Stormy Seas inflatable). 
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PHOTOS - OPPOSITE PAGE: Pete and Paul present their best 
side to the camera  (back of head) while inspecting an arch in 
the Bay of Islands. INSET: Paul Kaffyn 
ABOVE: Paul in Plastic bouncing around at Port Campbell.
LEFT: The spectacular coastline.
BELOW: Pete Costello with Loch Ard and a few Apostles 
behind him.



Meet your best friend
    After your dog, your paddle is your best friend. 
Out there, will be times when you’ll stake your life 
on it... You can’t afford to settle for a second rate paddle...
Bracsa paddles. Light. Strong. State-of-the-art. 
    And at a realistic price...   
 Bracsa Hurricane 20 $260 plus GST

 Bracsa Tornado   60  $360 plus GST

 Bracsa Typhoon  60  $360 plus GST

 Canoe Outrigger  $250 plus GST

    Lengths custom made to suit you, including hand grip.
Professional fibreglass repairs and custom 
modifications to fibreglass kayaks
fact. 4, 14 Hartnett Dve  www.braca-sport.com
Seaford     Steve Vegh

8796 3100  Mob: 0414575311

•

•

THE KAYAK SHOP
• Sales 
• Hire
• Guided 
   adventures, 
• Sea starter 
   courses.
                     
37 Jetty Road, 
Sandringham
                
ph: 9597 0549  
Rob Smith
m: 0429 330 599

www.eastcoastkayaking.com
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well met by moonlight trip 
report
by
Raia Wall
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     Gippslander’s full moon paddle on Saturday 30th 
October.
Brenda Davidson & 
Ray Wilson   - Mirage 730
Carol Rumpf  - Southern Raider
Mick Macrobb  - Ice Floe
Glen Taylor   - Cedar Stripper
Anne & John Woollard - Tasman Twin
Shannon Shumski  - Eco Behzig
Ian Jones   - Mirage 530
Les Doyle   - Penguin
Neil Brenton    - Cortez
Raia Wall   - Cortez

     I may well be misquoting the Bard, but ‘Cup 
Weekend’ (as us Melburnians like to make it) certainly 
turned on some magical weather for the Gippslander’s 
full moon paddle on Saturday 30th October.
     Ian Jones, Neil and I were invited by Les Doyle to 
camp at his mate’s ‘shack’ on Raymond Island for the 
weekend and had been invited to join the Gippsland 
pod by Glenn Taylor. We were to meet the group in 
Paynesville at around 9pm and we had a 45 minute 
paddle into town from our camp on the northern side 
of the island. 
     The night was still and clear 
and we could see the lights of 
the northern end of the town, 
when suddenly a great crackle 
and clattering noise arose 
around us – sounding unex-
pectedly like firecrackers. After 
a moment’s pause we realised 
these were the swans we’d 
seen earlier in the day, taking 
flight to escape these strange 
intruders in their realm. Being cygnet season, some of 
the swan parents got quite agitated if separated from 
their offspring by our little fleet and honked plaintively 
until we passed.
     Paddling into McMillan Strait, the town lay quiet. 
Soon six kayaks came into view in the distance and 
joined us – introductions and a headcount followed. 
We were identified by a variety of headtorches and 
glowsticks, with the Mirage 730 having a bright white 
stern light on a stick.
     Setting back up McMillan Strait, we were treated to 
a glorious orange moonrise just as we were about to 
exit the straight into Lake King. As we turned into the 
lake, we were met by a ‘staircase to the moon’ – just 
as good as the one Broome turns on. We followed this 
track all the way along the northern side of the island. 

The swans made themselves scarce but I did see fish 
jumping in the moon-track. Mick Macrobb put out his 
fishing lie but his only catches turned out to be mirages.
As we passed our camp we checked that the glowstick 
marking our mooring could be clearly seen, Neil 
departed back to camp for an early night, intending to 
do only the short paddle, but still experiencing a taste 
of the moonlit astmosphere.
     We soon rounded King Point as the moon 
disappeared into a bank of cloud and a very slight 
breeze rippled the previously glassy water. A short stop 
was made at Resides Landing, at the half way mark of 
the trip, to stretch our legs.
     The pace seemed to pick up a bit after this, but was 
still a nice cruising speed and the group stayed together 
well, with plenty of time to chat or just absorb the 
atmosphere as one chooses.
     Scott Point was passed and the southern part of 
the island passed quickly – just dark trees seen in the 
re-emerged moonlight and beacons in the distance 
marking the channel to Ocean Grange and across to 
Sperm Whale Head.
     The lights of Newlands Arm came into view and 
we knew we were nearly back to Paynesville. As we 

approached the town, Ian, Les 
& I bid farewell to our compan-
ions, amid calls of finding out 
what we really looked like in 
daylight at the AGM the next 
weekend.
     It was almost midnight and 
the last ferry crossed McMillan 
strait behind us as we pad-
dled past sleeping Paynesville. 
The swans were still about, 
launched 

themselves out of our way with a clatter of wings – 
one narrowly missing Ian who was in the flight path! 
     Soon our friendly marker was reached and despite 
the hour (quarter to one – before daylight savings 
applied) a party and jam session started up and lasted 
for some hours! No details to be revealed but we did 
paddle the next morning, followed by a bike ride after 
lunch – paddling around the island did take longer than 
riding it but the paddling was definitely easier on the 
body (no corrugations at all on the lake).
     The paddle around the island was approx 17kms 
in around 3 hours from Paynesville, with an additional 
~7km added from and back to camp. Thanks to Glenn 
for organising the paddle and Les for making the 
weekend trip happen.
    Raia Wall
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Play anywhere and stay warm. EXTREME 
Sharkskin Polartec® innovative high performance 
tri-laminate fabric.
1   inner layer low pile Polartec fleece...
2   middle layer100% wind block...
3   outer layer abrasion resistant.

• Breathable  • Machine washable
• SPF 30+ • Anti microbal 
properties resists mildew 
• Non-restrictive 4 way stretch  
• Neutrally buoyant • Odour and 
itch resistant for next-to-skin 
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go play ou
tside

Shop 2, 10 Main Street, 
Mornington 3931

5975 4715

1   
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“KAYAK” DRAMA 
AT FRANKSTON
     Club members may have heard of this incident via
TV or newspapers. On Friday 1st October 2004, a 36
year old man was pulled from a “kayak” about 400
metres offshore, out from Palm Court, Frankston,
by the Victoria Police helicopter. He was taken to
Frankston Hospital and recovered from exhaustion
and hypothermia.
     At about 3.30 pm, the man had been on the beach
with children playing with an inflatable toy.
Offshore winds, SE at around 15 knots plus gusts,
carried the toy onto the water and blew it away.

The man took a “kayak” onto the water to chase the
inflatable toy. When he could not recover it, he
turned back to shore. He could not make headway
against the offshore wind, and became exhausted.
An observer with binoculars noticed his
difficulties, and alerted Police.
     After he was taken to Frankston Hospital, a Water
Police launch arrived and spent 45 minutes
searching for the “kayak”. Neither the toy nor the
boat was recovered. Water temperature was around
12-13°C.

LESSONS: This does not appear to be an incident
involving someone with paddling experience. The
type of boat is not known, but the fact that it
could not be located after a lengthy search gives
concern that it did not have sufficient floatation
to remain significantly above water, even if the
commonly used plastic construction material

floats. Kayaks without adequate floatation 
in both ends are dangerous. Also, offshore 
winds are very deceptive and dangerous. 
The water appears calm near shore, and you 
look out upon the backs of waves. The wind 
increases markedly as you are blown away 
from shore. Here, after only 400 metres, the 
novice paddler was unable to return to shore, 
even in 15 knot winds.
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     For users of portable digital assistants (PDAs) such 

as Palm Pilots and similar, there are some very cool 

sites available of great benefit to sea kayakers. 

     You can set your PDA up to download the lat-

est weather information through a free service called 

Avantgo. You must register at their site (https://

my.avantgo.com/home), and then download the soft-

ware as directed. This works on any PDA (ie using the 

Palm OS or Windows CE systems). Once downloaded, 

you need to access the channels section of your per-

sonal account on the Avantgo site and create a cus-

tom channel – in this case the desired BOM weather 

information. In setting up the custom channel, turn the 

graphics setting off as it is a hassle.

     The Bay Wind forecasts can be found at http://

www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/wrap_fwo.pl?IDV10460.txt 

which can then be set up on your PDA as a cus-

tom channel. You can set up other BOM weather 

channels as well. Once this is done, every time you 

synchronise your PDA with your desktop PC, you 

will load the latest weather forecast. You can then 

access this anywhere, any time. You do not need to 

be online, and can carry the 4 day forecasts with you 

all the time.  

     Other useful sites to download include XC skiing 

trail reports and movie details, also The Age. This is 

all free, repeat – free! I also love Drink Boy – a cata-

logue of over 200 cocktail recipes (very handy when 

stuck in a tent)!

     To use the Avantgo service, you must have your 

PDA set up to synchronise with your desktop (at work 

or home), and have internet access. You will need a 

docking station to do this. PDA manufacturers supply 

synchronisation software with PDAs, but a better prod-

uct is available at http://www.chapura.com .

     Another great, free product is Tide Tool for pre-

dicting tides (see www.toolworks.com/bilofsky/

tidetool). This software and other Palm Pilot appli-

cations were reviewed by Sea Kayaker magazine 

(see http://www.seakayakermag.com/2000/feb2000/

SKFebPalmPilot.htm ) This software only runs on the 

Palm OS, but it is well worth downloading. 

     A screen shot is shown opposite that highlights the 

tide graphing function. It also produces tables. It has 

all major Australian locations, close enough to where 

we paddle. It calculates tides based on a complex 

algorithm, but I have found that the predictions are 

typically within 15 mins of local data. Tide Tool can be 

used for trip planning (ie what is the tide doing at a 

given place and date). If tide patterns are not ideal then 

another future date can be checked instantly. 

     It is a very handy tool for sea kayakers, providing 

any time, anywhere access to tide information (in metric 

units I hasten to add). 

     If anyone needs a hand to set any of this up they 

can contact me on 9889 4651 (AH).

    Richard Rawling

    VSKC Member

portable weather and 
tide predictions

gadgets
by
Richard Rawling
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sorrento circuit
10th october 2004

trip report

by

Peter Costello

Sorrento – South Channel Fort – Mud Island – 
Chinamans Hat – Popes Eye – Portsea - Sorrento

Peter Costello   - Ice Floe
Andrew Campbell  – Millenium
Rob Creed   – Nordkapp Jubilee
Les Doyle   – Penguin
Doug Faram   – Kakadu
Rob Harrison   – Selkie
Mark Heggie   – Nadjee
Roger Ingram   – Greenlander Pro
Chris King   – Penguin
Hrvoje Miskov   – Nordkapp
Tina Rowley   – Nadjee
Terry Barry   – Arctic Raider
Julian Smith   – Dagger Cortez
David Stewart   – Estuary

PRE-PLANNING
     Predicted weather – variable winds of 5 – 10 knots 
tending north to north westerly at 10 – 15 knots during 
the day. Afternoon sea breezes to 10 knots.
     Two ships going out through the heads before 
midday, two ships coming in through the heads after 
midday and the Sorrento ferries to dodge on an hourly 
basis during the last third of the trip.
     The tides didn’t suit going clockwise, however 
anticlockwise mean’t mild ferry glides and tidal 

assistance for the run toward the heads. Total distance 
27.1 kms. (map opposite)
     Peter Treby organised as land contact to be contact-
ed before going on and when we get off the water.
THE TRIP
     We all gathered on the grass on the entrance road 
into the pier, and after a long look at Tina’s new boat 
and a short briefing, we hit the water. A gentler than 
expected ferry glide to South Channel Fort and a lack 
of the usual ferocious currents that rip under the jetty 
saw half the kayaks tethered off the jetty and the rest 
of the ‘team’ lifted over the boulders onto the island.
    The Fort was much more overgrown that the last 
time I was here – over 2 years ago – but always an 
interesting spot.
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‘South Channel Fort
The South Channel Fort is a reminder of Port Phillip 
Bay’s early history as part of the defence lines for 
Melbourne. The artificial island was constructed in 
the 1880s to illuminate the channel at night and elec-
tronically explode mines under attacking ships com-
ing through the Heads. A system of antiquated gun 
emplacements and tunnels are a feature of the island 
that is now a significant refuge for seabirds.’

     After a thorough scurry around the fort, we passed 
the landed kayaks through many hands and over 
Julian’s bow to be rafted by those on the water until 
paddlers were ready to get in. A magnificent display of 
team work showing what to do when disembarking from 
a boulder landing.
     A short paddle took us to the shallows around Mud 
Is., where we paddled to the NW edge of the island to 
dodge the smell of thousands of nesting birds. After 
a welcome scoffing of food, we split into two groups 
going either direction along the edge of the island to 
minimise the disturbance to the nesting birds. Plenty 
of seagulls, black and white Cormorants, White Ibis, 
Pelicans to the north and Caspian Terns to the south.
     Although the photos show plenty of birds in the air, 
there were thousands nesting and the sound was so 
loud, you literally had to shout to be heard.
     After a walk or ‘surfer’s paddle’ out to deeper water, 
the run down with the tide took us to Caisson M or the 
new Chinaman’s Hat. Removed now in order to get 
the seals to change habitat, the original wooden plat-
form was a channel marker which stood 30 yards away 
Current version appears totally dedicated to housing the 
local seal fraternity. Spectacular stuff when half a ton or 
more of bull seal bounces of the platform into the water 
near you.
     Tide was at the end of the ebb tide, but still 
running as we poured into Popes Eye to view the 
striking features of the Australasian Gannets, which 
have a well populated breeding platform all at eye level.

Popes Eye (The Annulus)
The Popes Eye was initially proposed for defence 
purposes, however the partially constructed artificial 
island was never completed. Originally intended to 
house the Cerberus – a two-gunned war ship, now a 

rusting breakwater at Half Moon Bay, Black Rock.
     Rather than push into the last of the outgoing tide, 
we opted to head for land and run back along the 
coast, care taken to cross the channel – even more care 
taken to try to guess which path the Sorrento ferries 
were going to take!
     We pause at Portsea Pier as some go for ice cream, 
and others show off their watery landing skills in the 
shore dump (sorry MrEd). Portsea Camp is not far, 
where the AGM is to be held in a few weeks, proving a 
good chance for a reconnaissance from the water, with 
full commentary from Terry.
     We make our way into the beach at Sorrento right on 
4pm – our predicted off water time. For Julian a chance 
to play in Rob’s Nordkapp, whilst I nick off with Roger’s 
Greenlander Pro for some lean turns and rolling.
     Thanks to our ‘tight’ pod of paddlers for making it a 
thoroughly enjoyable social day. A big thanks to Andrew 
Campbell and Doug Faram who led some of the legs 
and Julian for local knowledge and GPS readout for 
final distance.

PHOTOS - OPPOSITE PAGE - TOP: Popes Eye and it’s resident 
Gannet population - between the seals and the birds it was 
another olfactory delight!
OPPOSITE PAGE - BOTTOM: Mud Is., the bird noise and the pong 
was something to behold - lunch was a whole new experience!
ABOVE LEFT: Intrepid explorers braving the stroppy seagulls at 
South Channel Fort.
BELOW: A peaceful walk around Mud Is.
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17 April 2004 Saturday Morning Red Eye Paddle out of 
Sandringham Marina.
Les Bognar  - Nadgee
Andrew Campbell - Old Town Millennium 
Peter Costello   - Ice Floe
Grant Della  - Selkie  (ex-Pete Provis mould)
Doug Farram  - Kakadu
Chris King  - Penguin
Tony Morris  - Tasman Express
Hjrove Miskov  - Nordkapp
Phil Woodhouse - Salamander
Mick Young   - Pittarak

     At 0450 hours my wife angrily mutters for me to turn 
off my alarm clock and let her sleep on in peace. 
     Two days before I rang the organiser, Peter Costello 
and asked him if I could join in on his paddle as I saw it 
as a good opportunity for me to meet more of the club’s 
members and improve my paddling skills and knowl-
edge. Also being at the northern end of the bay and 
forty five minutes from home was another incentive for 
me to put the effort. The night before I loaded my kayak 
on the car and packed my gear ready for the launch at 
0600 hours. Why I had not decided to do this in 
summer remains a mystery to me but now is as good 
a time as any to get on to the water and meet some of 
the clubs members.
     By 0615 in the crisp 13ºC air there were eight 
paddlers on the sheltered 17ºC waters at the 
Sandringham marina. The morning light was starting to 
illuminate the slight (two foot to three foot) wind-waves 
that were accompanied by a fresh WNW breeze of 19 
knots and that was occasionally gusting up to 25 knots.
     Peter paired everyone off with a partner and we 
set off for Brighton Marina. When we passed Green 
Point Peter set a course that caused us to ferry glide 
over to the Brighton Marina. By this time we had good 
visibility and could clearly see the Spirit of Tasmania 
making its way to Station Pier. We surfed in to Brighton 
Marina and had a small break. When we set back off for 
Sandringham the wind was blowing from the W at 18 
to 22 knots and the waves were slight. After 0800 hrs 
the wind had increased to 23 knots and was gusting to 
27 knots and the accompanying waves had risen to the 
lower end of moderate (four feet).
     By this stage over the sound of the wind you would 
occasionally here a “yahoo” from someone as they 
disappeared into a trough or dropped over the other 
side of a crest. I was being amused watching the water 
streaking off the bow of my boat as I ploughed over, 
across or through the waves. In these conditions the 
group was starting to spread out so we stopped and re 

grouped. It became obvious at this stage that the boats 
with rudders were giving their paddlers an easier time 
staying on track but, the old and bold continued on with 
their impressive style and at the same time, keeping 
watch over their partners and passed on advice to the 
less experienced paddlers.
     By 0810 hours we had surfed in to Sandringham 
Marina on moderate waves. As far as I understood we 
were going to finish the paddle with a skills session 
focusing on rescues. After paddling in wind gusts up to 
27 knots for nearly two hours this seemed to be a good 
opportunity to practice self and group rescue, as these 
are the types of conditions that could cause capsize. 
However, several excuses were offered akin to the old 
excuse ‘the dog ate my homework’ for not 
practicing these skills.
     By 0830 we were off of the water and by 0900 hours 
the wind was steady at 27 knots and was gusting up 
to 34 knots making the bay look like snow capped hills 
and ridges. 
     Overall it was a great morning paddle with good 
company and well worth the effort.
     Philip Woodhouse

catching the red-eye trip report
by
Philip 
Woodhouse

Peter Costello, Hjrove, and others enjoying the predawn 
darkness as they gear-up for the paddle.
Peter is the one on the left...

A BLONDE MALE JOKE. 
    There were two blonde guys working for the town public 
works department. One was digging a hole and the other 
was following behind him and filling the hole in. They worked 
furiously all day without rest, one guy digging a hole, the other 
guy filling it in again.
     An onlooker was amazed at their hard work, but couldn’t 
understand what they were doing. So he asked the hole 
digger, “I appreciate the effort you are putting into your work, 
but what’s the story? You dig a hole and your partner follows 
behind and fills it up again.”
     The hole digger wiped his brow and sighed, “Well, normally 
we’re a three-man team, but the guy who plants the trees is 
sick today”.
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Kayanu is Australia’s largest kayak & canoe outfitter 

with the world’s leading brands, a huge range of

accessories and a team committed to giving you the 

best advice. You won’t be left paddling on your own. 

Weekly deliveries to Victoria.

Tel: (07)5457 3223
e: info@kayanu.com.au

www.kayanu.com.au

Your paddling partner

www.capacitysports.com.au

9598 9821

•  Q Kayaks
•  Mirage Kayaks
•  Currents Designs
•  Old Town
•  Electric Water
•  Skee Paddles
•  Magellan GPS
•  Spray decks, cags

Capacity Sports 
Paddlers Super Store

•  Videos, DVD’s
•  Books, Gear
and lots, lots more!

•  Discounts for VSKC Members

225 Bay Rd, Sandringham
Victoria 3191
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     Using fibreglass in smart ways to make fittings for plastic 
kayaks
     Plastic kayak owners know that it can be tricky to make 
modifications, partly because of material compatibility prob-
lems (eg adhesives, bulkhead construction, etc). Keen to 

upgrade my boat (a Current Design Storm – which is a pretty 
sharp, fast and well designed boat – for a plastic one), I set 
about doing three key things –
• fitting an electric bilge pump, 
• fitting knee braces and 
• fitting heel supports/braces. 
     I have also fitted a sail that can be raised from the deck in 
less than 30 seconds (held by a mast upstand line to a deck 
cam cleat just in front of the cockpit). I had to build a special 
bracket for the mast end given the very sharp angle on the 
top surface of the deck. This was done by laying up carbon 
fibre tape in-situ (over brown packing tape stuck to the deck). 
The shape was then formed using aero-mat (a white filling 
layer which builds up bulk) and carbon fibre (got to have this 
somewhere!)
     With a fair bit of room behind the seat, I decided to build 
a demountable storage box that holds the battery and pump. 
The cockpit layout can be seen in the photo opposite (you can 
see the box behind the seat, as well as some hip pads which 

were fitted to reduce the excessive space between my hips 
and the seat sides). You can also see the knee braces that are 
described later. 
     The battery box is shown in the pictures opposite and 
below, and you will notice the odd shape of the box. This 

was purpose built to enable the pump to 
be permanently fixed to the box when in 
place, and was made using the ‘lost foam 
moulding technique’ (which is a very use-
ful approach for making custom shapes in 
fibre glass – refer description below). 
     The hatch on top of the box is a stand-
ard waterproof yacht deck type. You can 
also see the pump switch that is attached 
to the box on a flexible hose. This is oper-
ated through the spray skirt and sits in 
small moulded bracket at the front of the 
seat, also shown in the photo below. The 
switch is waterproof version from Dick 
Smiths, set in a block of resin moulded 
around a short length of 19mm aluminium 

tube to take the hose. The switch hose enters the box through 
a 900 PVC hose fitting, and the pump hose is attached at the 
other end to a through deck fitting by a click hose fitting. All 
this is very water tight.
     The moulded storage/battery/pump box sits on brackets 
moulded in carbon fibre tape (done using the packing tape in 
situ method so that the bracket exactly matches the contours 
of the box). (See photo). It is attached to a light 16mm alu-
minium tube set between the hull sides behind the seat, with 
the box being held in place by simple webbing straps with 25 
mm side-clip fittings.
    The lost foam technique is very cool. I have used it a lot in 
making model RC glider fuselages (big ones!). You can make 
shapes that exactly follow the contours of your hull by just 
sanding a foam block to shape and then following the steps 
summarised below;
• Take a chunk of dense foam - blue extruded foam is 
much easier to carve and sand. Then cut the block to 

tarting up the tupperware tinkering
with
Richard
Rawling
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shape using simple templates and a band saw or whatever. 
Complete the shaping and rounding by rough cutting with the 
knife then sand to final shape. 

• Once satisfied with the accuracy and level of details, 
wrap the plug (shape) with two layers of shiny plas-
tic brown packing tape to prevent the resin from 
getting into the foam. Use a hot iron to smooth the 
tape and make sure all bare foam is covered (or 
else!). Apply some wax to help remove the tape later 
- use floor wax. Do not skimp on the tape. If you use 
only one layer the foam might get attacked due to 
the vapour pressure from the resin (believe me!) 

• Mount the plug on a fixture to hold the foam core off 
your working table. You may need to rotate the core 
whilst laying it up. This way you work on all sides of 
it. Where you attach the fixture needs to be a sacrifi-
cial area (eg where the hatch was fitted in my box).

• Apply one layer of thick fibre glass cloth -  6oz 
- using adhesive spray to stick before the resin is 
applied. Apply the cloth in 2” or 3” overlapping 
strips to ease the placement. Make the strips as 
wide as will conform to the shape of the core. In 
some areas, they may be quite narrow, and others 
quite wide.

• Mix resin per the manufacturer’s recommendations. 
Then brush it into the glass, thoroughly saturating it. 
Polyester resin is fine, but you can use epoxy. Epoxy 
is nastier on the hands when sanding, but smells 
less and requires meths as a solvent (which is much 
cheaper than acetone as used with polyester resins).

• Use toilet paper or paper towels to absorb any 
excess resin from the cloth. Be careful not to pull up 
glass cloth with the blotting paper. 

• Apply the number of layers needed to obtain the 
rigidity you want, and strengthen around areas that 
might get some load. You can insert carbon fibre 
strips to improve rigidity. Make sure you roll the resin 
with a steel roller (a section of 12mm threaded rod 
set in a bracket works fine).

• Let the resin harden for at least 24 hours if no more 
glass is to be applied. If more glass is needed, apply 
it before 24 hours (because you will most likely be 
working with waxed resins which will not take if 
applied over a set base; you have to remove the 
wax with acetone first).

    To finish your masterpiece, follow the steps below. The 

amount of effort you put in will be in direct proportion to the 
quality of the finish you seek. But if you have been neat in you 
lay-up etc, the amount of filling etc will be small. 

• After the resin has hardened, sand off the high spots 
and rough up the surface all over. Mix up a blend of 
resin and micro-balloons that is just liquid enough to 
be brushed on, but no so fluid as to be runny. You 
want plenty of micro-balloons so that it will be easy 
to sand. Other fillers that will stick to epoxy can be 
used. 

• Brush the filler all over the plug and let it harden until 
it can be sanded. Don’t let it harden any longer than 
necessary, because it just makes it more difficult to 
sand.

• Using sandpaper of decreasing roughness, sand all 
the mixture off, except what is left in the hollows. 
One application may be enough to get a smooth 
surface, but you may have to touch up a few areas.

• Now the fun part! It is better to get rid the foam after 
all the sanding was done as the foam provides a 
solid base to apply pressure. Use acetone and open 
up a sacrificial area of the plug where you will pour 
the solvent in. Pour a bit of solvent at a time and 
let it dissolve the foam. You will be left with a bit of 
thick paste at the end; don’t worry. 

• Next, remove the packing tape; if you waxed it, pull-
ing a corner from inside the plug and leave a nice 
clean interior, bringing with it the foam paste that 
was left (this can be messy so wear latex gloves).

• For painting, spray with gray auto primer (ie cans) 
then your desired finish colour (gloss). Killrust in 
spray cans is good because it is epoxy based and 
very tough. Repeat this until you are happy with the 
surface smoothness (but watch the weight which is 
not too critical in kayaks, but it is in RC gliders!)

• Remember that there is wax inside and that you 
will need to sand the places you want to glue stuff 
inside the box.

• You may find that the sanding has weakened a 
couple of spots on your final box. You can reinforce 
those up from the inside by applying patches of 
cloth soaked with resin. 

• Fibreglass is weaker on sharp corners, so round the 
foam plug a bit at these points – a radius of at least 
6mm is required. 

• Make sure any fittings you attach to the box are 
sealed with sylkaflex.



     The other stuff I have fitted are knee and heel braces. The 
heel braces are shown opposite, and are made from high den-
sity polyurethane foam (as used in bulkheads in these boats). 
The base was made from camping matting (also foam). These 
are glued together with waterproof contact adhesive, and sim-
ilarly glued to the base of the hull. The knee braces are made 
by glassing over brown packing tape stuck to the inside of the 

hull. Once this shape is formed, the extension piece was fab-
ricated in aeromat and carbon fibre matting. This is progres-
sively built up in thickness, then sanded to shape. Soft foam 
is then contoured to fit my knee shape and position, and fixed 
to the bracket using contact adhesive. The brackets are held 
to the hull by through deck bolts (countersunk heads).
     So, there you have it, a few useful boat modifications (the 

bracing makes a huge difference as I am sure many mem-
bers will know). I am happy to answer any questions on the 
lost foam method, but it is very versatile and can enable 
creative moulding – only possible otherwise with female 
moulding techniques that are a lot of hard work  (I’m sure 
it’s worth the effort !?). 
     This pump configuration is a great advance on some of 
the heath robinson type installations I have seen attempted 
in plastic boats. 

  Richard Rawling
  Ph 9889 4651 (AH)  Mobile 0419 340 851 
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Extracted from “Kaptain Krusty’s Kompendium of 
Kayaking Krap”.

      I came across people that for thousands of years 
travelled the open oceans in sea canoes. They used 
sensitive navigating skills such as TESTICLE SWAY 
to sense grid patterns of refracting swell from islands 
beyond the horizon.” Larry Gray - picture unavailable. 
Hence the traditional sailor’s shanty, “Do your balls hang 
low, do they dangle to and fro..etc”

      LATITUDE HOOK:  These are among the simplest 
methods of measuring altitude. The latitude hook of the 
Polynesians was a piece of split bamboo with a loop at 
the top; its length was aligned with the horizon and star 
to show when the desired latitude had been reached. 

     KAMAL: The Arabs used 
a more refined tool called the 
kamal, a rectangle of wood 
cut to fit the distance from 
the horizon to the star. It 
had a piece of knotted string 
attached, 
which could 
be held in the 
teeth, guaran-
teeing that an 
“arm’s length” 
distance 
would remain 
uniform. 
 

     RAVENS. What the Vikings did have was decades 
of carefully won practical knowledge - the positions of 
the sun and the stars, and the experiences of previous 
sailors on that route - how the prevailing winds blew 
at certain places in certain times of the year - what the 
reflected loom of a glacier looked like under certain 
conditions, which birds and seaweed indicated a nearby 
island. 
     Floki Vilgerdarson, and early Norwegian settler of 
Iceland, went one better and took three ravens on board 
with him. A day or so out of the Faeroes, bound towards 
the recently discovered Iceland, he released the first 
bird, which headed back to the Faeroes. The second 

bird was released 
later and (according 
to which account you 
read) either flew up un-
til out of sight, or came 
back and roosted in 
the rigging. Some time 
after that the third 
raven was released, 
flew upwards, and 
then headed straight 
for Iceland. Floki 
corrected his course 
accordingly and made 
a successful landfall in 
Iceland.

Illustration left: 
Floki Vilgerdarson and his 
trusty ravens. 

Selected traditional navigation techniques
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     I was asked recently to give a talk on using the 
Global Positioning System (GPS) from sea kayaks. 
My protest that I normally just use a deck-compass 
for navigation fell on deaf ears. This article has grown 
from notes prepared at the time. It is NOT a review of 
GPS but rather presents my own philosophy for using 
the GPS from kayaks.
     As luck would have it, only six months earlier, my 
first-generation hand-held GPS unit had finally failed 
and I had updated to a current model. Although the 
hand-held units are remarkably reliable, water-penetra-
tion, or flat-batteries will stop them working. Murphy’s 
Law will have it happen at the worst time! Which leads 
directly to rule number one.

RULE No1. - Always be prepared and capable of 
navigating without a GPS.
     My new unit (a Garmin 72 - pitured) is probably 
representative of the current models. Amongst the 
many features, the most relevant for kayaking 
purposes are that it;
•  tracks up to 12 satellites instead of 6 (which 

means faster to get a fix and less liable to lose it), 
•  more frugal with batteries (about 16 hours on 2 

AA’s),
•  has a higher ‘waterproof’ rating (IPX7, though I 
 still use it in an Aquapac),
•  comes with an in-built database of all the 
 light-house stations of the world (since these are 
 naturally on the coasts, it displays the crude 
 outlines of all the coastlines of the world).
and best of all - 
•  has a configurable display.
     The ability to configure the display screen of the 
GPS means that I can set it up to display just want 
I want to see. Being able to customise the display 
screen is a really useful feature to me because I would 
claim to be a ‘low-tech’ user of GPS. It caused me to 
ask the key question: “what do I need from the GPS?” 
This goes right to the heart of sea kayak navigation, 
especially as the GPS can provide far more accuracy 
than is needed for practical sea-kayaking purposes. 
Even the ‘simple’ hand-held units can locate you 
anywhere on the Earth’s surface to within about two 
kayak lengths! What would the early Navigators give 
for such a device? In practice, navigation to within say 
200 metres is adequate to allow a rendezvous on the 
water with other kayaks, and also to allow you to land 
on the correct beach, even if a similar one happens to 
be adjacent. 
     Most of the time, all I want from the GPS screen 
is the compass bearing to my destination though I 

often set it to also display the remaining distance. 
My practice then is to use my deck compass to 
maintain that heading. This is because glancing at 
the compass is a routine part of sea-kayaking. 
Being mounted up near the forward hatch cover, it is 
usually more in the field of vision and, on rough water, 
it is generally better to be looking ahead rather than 
downwards.
     On long trips my GPS is usually switched off! 
This is partly to eke out a pair of batteries to last up to 4 
weeks, as much as recognising that there is no need to 
keep it running. I usually turn it back on every hour 

low tech use of a 
high-tech tool

sea kayaks and gps

techno talk
by 
Ian P Dunn
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(good use for a count-down timer on a digital watch) 
just to confirm my compass heading and to store my 
position for later analysis of currents or wind drift. For 
this reason I prefer to have a GPS unit that date and 
time-stamps each stored position (I believe some of the 
popular base-models don’t store the time of saving a 
waypoint).
     Most GPS units offer a choice of navigation screens 
(or ‘pages’) to work from. The Garmin 72 offers three 
- the ‘map’, the ‘pointer’ and the ‘highway’ screens. 
Which one you use is really a personal choice. It is 
on-land that I seem to make more use of the navigation 
options.
•  I most often employ the ‘map’ screen because I 
 find it relates better to my surroundings. 
•  The ‘highway’ screen is said to be best used if 
 you can travel directly to your destination. Plausibly 

this makes it a good choice on open-water. 
 It graphically represents your course like a highway, 

and you can easily see if you are deviating to one 
side or the other of the chosen heading. I do 

 suspect it might encourage you to follow the screen 
rather than judge what you see on the water with 
your eyes? Explorers seldom travel in straight lines. 

•  The ‘pointer’ screen is useful when travelling a 
‘route’ (a pre-determined sequence of waypoints 
because it will switch to a new heading after you 
round each intermediate checkpoint (the other 

 navigation screens do this too).
Whichever navigation screen you choose, familiarity 
is the best rule to follow – practice, practice, practice 
– then you are less liable to become confused on the 
water.
     With each screen option, one can set up to 3 lines 
of information, with a choice of large or small text. And 
since each line can be set to show 1 or 2 pieces of 
information, this means that from 1 to 6 different values 
can be displayed on the screen. Configuring the display 
is easy enough, but until you become really familiar with 
your particular GPS, it is best done on dry land. On the 
water it is best to concentrate on paddling. This leads 
to rule number two:

RULE NO 2. - become familiar with your unit 
BEFORE hitting the water.
     This is imperative, because in rough conditions only 
a second or two may be available to press a button, or 
even to read the values from a spray-drenched screen.
     Among the parameters that might usefully be shown 
on the screen are: 
• magnetic bearing to destination, 
• distance to destination, 
• ‘ground’ speed,
• instantaneous speed,
• average speed so far,
• Estimated Time of Arrival,
• elapsed time (can be the ‘moving’ time, or the ‘total’ 

time),  
• time of day (and the clock of the GPS shows time 

to atomic-clock accuracy!),
You need to consider carefully what may be useful or 
relevant for your particular trip. My preference is to 
show less, rather than more, information.

RULE No 3. - Keep the screen simple.

     This avoids confusion on the water, and allows ‘big 
print’ to be used – this is a definite advantage with tired, 
salt-encrusted eyes and water-splashes on the screen.
 
PRACTICAL HINTS FOR USING A GPS IN KAYAKS.
Place it into an Aquapac
     Most units are now nominally “waterproof” to IPX7 
(30 minutes immersion at 1 m depth), and although a 
manufacturer would presumably respect the 
warranty, the inconvenience of failure makes the risk 
not worthwhile. Personally, I always use my GPS inside 
an Aquapac, call it self-insurance. I suspect the 
pressure of a wave breaking onto the unprotected unit 
probably exceeds the test requirements of static 
immersion at one metre depth. 
     Incidentally, the Aquapac can easily hold a spare 
pair of batteries. GPS’s seem fairly frugal with batteries. 
Mine runs on a pair of AA batteries for about 16 hours 

in continuous ‘battery saver’ mode. If pressed, I can 
eke the batteries out for weeks.
Attach it to the kayak
     It sounds trivial and obvious, but attach your GPS 
to the deck somehow. It is not enough to have it simply 
held beneath the deck straps. By NOT attaching it is a 
sure way of loosing it to Poseidon. Even though some 
units will float, if the water is rough enough to dislodge 
it, you may not even see it go, and in surf, probably 
couldn’t retrieve it anyway.  
Place it in a useable position
     The unit needs to be close enough to read, yet if 
it placed too close then your body will partly shield it 
from satellite signals and you will end up with too many  
“Lost Satellite Signal” messages. 
     In practice, I find a compromise position about 
beneath my hands – I suffer occasional loss of satel-
lites, but it is usually not a problem. A contact patch of 
Velcro on the front of the spray-deck can hold it in an 
almost ideal location for reading. 
Initialise it
     I generally switch-on the unit just prior to launching. 
The initial ‘cold-boot’ generally takes longer than sub-
sequent ‘warm-boots’. A cold boot for the Garmin 72 
is said to average 45 seconds (though like a watched 
kettle, it often seems longer). A warm boot, 15 seconds.
Zero the Trip Computer
     At the start of the trip I always try to remember to 

IS A GPS NECESSARY? “No”... 
But would I be without one? “No!”
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zero my trip computer. This allows me to know how 
far I have travelled (I am a chronic log-keeper). The trip 
computer can also tell me the average paddling speed 
for the day. 
     With my current model, the average speed takes 
into account the stopped time. This is a nice feature 
because you still get a meaningful estimate for average 
travelling speed even if you had a prolonged stop for 
lunch on a beach somewhere. Of course you can still 
get the overall average as well! 
Set a GOTO
     Navigation is not an issue for sea-kayakers for 
99% of the time. Mostly we paddle in familiar waters. 
However even when heading to a regular headland or 
point, I generally would still set a GOTO. Not because it 
is needed, but because the constant practice of using a 
GPS makes one familiar with it when it IS needed. 
HOW DO I SET UP MY GPS?
     GPS units become ‘personalised’. They reflect the 
owner’s preferences of units, map datums and a host 
of other display options. Your preferences will gradually 
evolve over time to suit your own methods for doing 
things. Such settings are best done at leisure rather 
than on the water.  
     Some of the settings that work for me (in no particu-
lar order) are:
• Navigation bearings are always displayed relative to 

magnetic North. This makes it directly compatible 
with my compass readings and avoids any possible 
confusion about whether to add or subtract the 
local magnetic variation. (Incidentally, with current 
GPS models you don’t even need to know the local 
magnetic variation because it has an in-built map of 
isogonic values). 

• The ‘track up’ option is used for the navigation 
map. This comes from my days of orienteering, 
where it is imperative to keep the map orientated to 
your direction of travel. 

• I choose metric units exclusively (e.g. distances in 
km rather than nautical miles). I often use my GPS 
on land as well, so it avoids having to flip back and 
forth.

• The WGS 84 map-datum is my default set-
ting. Some people seem to get hung up on map 
datums. Most Australian Charts are either based on 
Australian Geodetic system 1966 or World Geodetic 
System (WGS 84). The difference between the two 
– at least on the SE Australian coast - is always less 
than 210 metres. 

OTHER FEATURES:
Waypoints
     Waypoints are the foundation of using a GPS, and 
most models can store hundreds of locations. 
     In keeping with my deliberately ‘low-tech’ approach, 
I manually transfer way-points into and from the GPS 
unit. This is despite the fact that GPS’s can be connect-
ed to a PC to exchange way-points automatically. 

Routes
     Most GPS units allow navigation along a ‘route’ 
(being a set of stored way-points to be passed in 
sequence). In my experience, routes are more useful on 
land than on the water, because on the water the direct 
line is usually the obvious course. Only when doing a 
circuit, such as around an island, do I find that a “route” 
is useful. On a long coastal trip, defining a route as a 
sequence of headlands might also be useful because 
bearings and distances to each in turn would always be 
at hand.
Cross track error
     Cross-track error (XTE) indicates how far to one side 
of the desired track you are. I have never made much 
use of it, but one clever use of XTE is mentioned by 
David Burch in his classic book  “Kayak Navigation”. 
When crossing shipping lanes, he defines a ‘route’ 
down the very centre of the lane, then paddles at 90 
degrees to that route using XTE to know when he is 
within the shipping lane boundaries.
IS A GPS NECESSARY?
     The simple answer is “no!” But would I be without 
one? “No” again!
     A GPS unit is such a comprehensive tool in its 
own right and one that can so simplify the navigation 
process that it is asserting itself as the prime means 
of navigation rather than being the mere backup. 
     I often use my hand-held unit for many activities 
other than sea-kayaking. For example, to record the 
location of a rare orchid in a forest, or when comparing 
the distances of alternative routes in the car. 
     It would be far too drastic to throw away the chart 
and compass though.
     Whatever model you have, and however you choose 
to set it up. My recommendation would be to practice 
using it as much as possible. With familiarity comes 
efficiency. On the water you want efficiency because 
in rough conditions it becomes ultimately impossible 
to do anything but the most basic operations. 
Also, you do not want anything to subtract from the 
actual experience of exploring a coastline from your 
sea-kayak. 
Ian Dunn - November 2004   ianp.dunn@bigpond.com

RIGHT: Ian Dunn (left) and Peter Treby at 
Johnny Souey Cove, Wilsons Prom.
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From the Townsville Bulletin:
Adventurer stalked by shark, crocodile
25 August ’04 
     A SYDNEY man attempting the first solo kayak 
crossing of the Gulf of Carpentaria has already faced off 
a rudder-chewing shark and a lurking crocodile.
     Andrew McAuley, 34, an IT executive with Coca-Cola 
Amatil, left Weipa yesterday after paddling his sea kayak 
down Cape York Peninsula’s west coast from Horn 
Island in the Torres Strait. 
     He expects to complete the gruelling 530km in six or 
seven days and to arrive at Nhulunbuy on the Northern 
Territory’s Gove Peninsula on Sunday or Monday. 
His aunt, Susan Sandral from Nhulunbuy, said that a 
shark had mauled the rudder of his sea kayak while 
paddling to Weipa from Horn Island. 
     She said that while the shark was attacking the 
rudder a crocodile was following the kayak. 
“He told me he had to keep one eye on the shark and 
one eye on the crocodile. Fortunately they both went 
away,” she said. 
Ms Sandral said Mr McAuley had been able to 
straighten his bent rudder by hand. 
     A spokeswoman for his sponsor, the Australian 
Geographic Society, said that after leaving Horn Island 
he was briefed on currents, sharks and crocodiles by 
members of the Injinoo community in the far northern 
peninsula. 
“They also gave him fishing hints as space for food 
alongside his water supplies is limited,” the spokes-
woman said. 

     Paddling west from Duyfken Point near Weipa on 
August 25th, McAuley arrived at Gove on the evening 
of August 31st
     By modifying his kayak - moving the bulkheads 
and rigging a set of makeshit outriggers, he was able 
to lie flat in the hull to rest and sleep during periods of 
suitable weather. 
     However, prolonged time spent in contact with the 
warm salt water in the kayak eventually led to a painful 
skin infection and fever that made the last days of 
paddling very difficult.
     Earlier in the year McAuley created another record 
when he paddled 220km across Bass strait in a single 
35-hour push
    Australian Goegrahic will will have an article on 
McAuley’s Gulf paddle in a coming issue.

six day gulf crossing news 
report

START
Weipa

FINISH
Gove

Gulf of Carpentaria
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Things that 
make you go 
hmmmmm!
     Speaks for itself really.
Yup! A battery powered motor. 
Strap it on and away yer go! 
     Might as well throw away your 
paddle?



     Sea kayaking by nature takes us away from everyday 
situations. This is what draws many of us to the sport 
- remoteness, solitude, nature, and escapism. But have 
you ever thought what might happen if someone (maybe 
you) gets ill or injured while you are away? How long 
will it take to get help? Are you able to get help? How 
serious should it be before you decide to get outside 
help? Can you manage the situation?
     These are some questions you might like to think 
about before you next venture off.
     Many of us in the club have completed first aid 
courses but the majority of these cater for an urban 
setting where there is a short time period before 
definitive medical care arrives. So we are trained to 
stabilise and care for patients and provide emergency 
life support and wait for support.
     Sea kayaking often puts us into a wilderness 
setting. ‘Where you are more than an hour away from 
definitive medical care you are in a wilderness medicine 
situation.’ (1).  
     When dealing with a medical emergency in this 
situation extra stresses and considerations may be:
 Time
     Extended contact time with the patient is the 
essential element distinguishing first aid (urban medicine) 
from extended care (wilderness medicine).

1. Patients condition may change over time (eg., 
infection from a dirty wound)

2. Patients needs may change over time (eg., need 
for food and water)

3. Patients injury may merit a different treatment 
approach than in an urban context to improve 
the long term outcome (eg., reducing a shoulder 
dislocation)

first aid for kayaking safety
by
Terry Barry

 Environment
     The environment may be the primary problem or it 
may exacerbate other injuries or illness.

1. Cold, heat, wind, rain etc
2. The long rough distance that must be covered 

for an evacuation
3. Darkness
4. Increases stress on rescuers

 Improvisation
     Equipment needed for treatment and evacuation 
may have to be improvised from what is available.
 Communication
     Rescuers must make independent decisions 
regarding patient treatment and evacuation often without 
any outside communication.

     So how prepared are YOU for the next trip you are 
planning? 
     Remember, the wilderness can turn little 
emergencies into big emergencies. Planning ahead 
and being prepared goes a long way to preventing 
emergencies and responding appropriately. 
    Carrying and knowing how to use a comprehensive 
first aid kit is just the beginning, the most valuable thing 
you can take with you is common sense. 

     The following is what I carry in my kit.
4 x triangular bandages 
2 x roller bandages
2 x elastic bandages 
2 x wound dressings (size 14)
5 x waterproof sterile dressings (opsite) 
1 x flexible dressing strip (elastoplast)
10 x bandaids 
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2 x wound closures (steri strip)
2 x gauze swabs (pkt of 5) 
10 x cotton buds
1 x sports tape (3.8 cm x 13m) 
5 x saline solution (30 ml)
1 x friars balsam (25 ml) 
1 x Betadine liquid (15 ml)
1 x aloe vera gel (30gm) 
6 x glucose tablets
1 x universal scissors (super shears) 
1 x dressing scissors
1 x tweezers 
1 x splinter probe
1 x syringe (20 ml for wound cleaning) 
10 x alcohol swabs
4 x latex surgical gloves 
1 x thermometer
6 x safety pins 
4 x plastic zip lock bags
3 x patient monitoring and vital signs charts 
1x soove cream
1 x eye probe 
12 x Ibuprofen tabs
6 x Antihistamine tabs (claratyne) 
12 x aspirin
1 x box waterproof matches 
Pocket first aid book
     You should never carry anything you don’t know how 
to use, so obviously good training is essential. 

     Your first aid kit needs to be waterproof and items 
easily accessible. A good idea is to carry a small 
kit accessible in the day hatch with everyday items, 
bandaids, roller bandage, sports tape, ibuprofen, etc 
and a comprehensive kit secured away elsewhere. When 
in a group consider carrying only one comprehensive 
kit between you. Your kit should be reassembled and 
checked periodically. Check for sterile items that may be 
contaminated, dampened or damaged, expiration dates, 
and for specific items needed for the planned trip eg. 
Vinegar for the tropics.  
     Ultimately life and limb are not saved by a kit but 
by knowledge and skill - so get trained.
     Terry Barry
References: 1. Leaders Wilderness Advanced First Aid & Wilderness 
First responder Recertification Handbook. Wilderness Medicine Institute  
2. Wilderness First Responder 2nd edition NOLS

Terry holds a VSKC Sea Proficiency Certificate and is 
currently employed as Director of an Outdoor Education 
Centre and has held wilderness first aid qualifications for 
over 10 years.
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TOP LEFT: A great photo taken at this year’s AGM, highlighting the amazing 
diversity of construction, design philosophy and colour of the humble sea 
kayak. Plastic, wood, fibreglass, kevlar, carbon and everything in between. 
ABOVE: Terry Barry, Dave Winkworth and Mark Heggie. Every picture tells 
a story... but what’s the story??? Terry can’t believe it... Mark is up-wind, 
and hasn’t got it yet, and Dave is looking VERY pleased with himself - the 
excitement of having your photo taken!

BELOW RIGHT: At the AGM, a young volunteer demonstrating the safety 
harness for Air/Sea rescues. The battery on the left was very useful for 
re-starting Terry Barry’s heart 
after the rescue!

BELOW LEFT: Tina wanted to be 
on the cover of SeaTek again....
.. she didn’t say which cover. 
Looks studious doesn’t she?

TOP: Paul Kaffyn - post AGM - leaning sideways into 
a gale at Queenscliff, while hunting for his start and 
finish point on “The Dreamtime Voyage”.
ABOVE: Snapped during their Whitsundays trip, 
John & Annie Woollard and Terry & Deb Barry 
having a good laugh at the paddlers stuck in Victoria 
during winter... more in the next Sea Trek.
BELOW: The Williamstown paddlers in the shadow 
of Westgate Bridge, risking heavy-metal poisoning 
and/or being run over by a rogue container ship.
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